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This is a Snowmass white paper on the utility of existing and future superconducting cavities
to probe fundamental physics. Superconducting radio frequency (SRF) cavity technology has seen
tremendous progress in the past decades, as a tool for accelerator science. With advances spear-
headed by the SQMS center at Fermilab, they are now being brought to the quantum regime
becoming a tool in quantum science thanks to the high degree of coherence. The same high quality
factor can be leveraged in the search for new physics, including searches for new particles, dark mat-
ter, including the QCD axion, and gravitational waves. We survey some of the physics opportunities
and the required directions of R&D. Given the already demonstrated integration of SRF cavities in
large accelerator systems, this R&D may enable larger scale searches by dedicated experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Superconducting radio frequency (SRF) cavities are
critical components in particle accelerators. When ex-
cited at their resonant frequency, they build up large-
amplitude electric fields while dissipating very little heat.
This makes it possible for them to provide extremely ef-
ficient conversion of radio-frequency power into energy
gain for the charged particle beams that pass through
them. But SRF cavities are, in their essence, extremely
high quality electromagnetic resonators, devices that are
now of strong active interest for quantum information sci-
ence (QIS). For quantum computing, quantum states can
be stored and manipulated in electromagnetic resonators,
and superconductors at millikelvin temperatures are em-
ployed to sustain the coherence of the quantum states
for long enough to perform complex computations. For
quantum sensing, SRF cavities can furnish a large vol-
ume where very weak signals of radio-frequency photons
can be collected, with only a small fraction of photons
being lost to heat at the cavity walls.

Accelerator scientists have been improving SRF cavi-
ties for 50 years, and new accelerator applications have
been enabled as performance has continuously improved
over the years [1–4]. The performance improvements
were the results of improved understanding of RF su-
perconductivity and materials science as well as new
SRF cavity processing techniques that were developed to
overcome performance-limiting phenomena, such as field
emission, and to enhance superconducting properties [5–
12]. The advances in cavity performance, and the modern
understanding of SRF systems that has been developed
for particle accelerator applications, can also be lever-
aged for QIS. In this whitepaper, we focus on quantum
sensing applications of SRF cavities.

A. Dark Matter vs. New Particle Searches

The search for new physics follows the standard sci-
entific paradigm of hypothesis testing. In the context of
light degrees of freedom that couple to photons, there are
two distinct hypotheses that can be tested:
a. A new particle: It is well motivated to test the

notion that there may be new degrees of freedom in the
Lagrangian (or Hamiltonian) which interacts with Stan-
dard Model (SM) particles. The well-motivated cases
that will be best probed by electromagnetic cavities are
new particles that interact with photons, such as axions
or dark photons. Hence, examples of hypotheses that we
can test are

Hypothesis: L ⊃ axion? dark photon? (1)

where L is the Lagrangian density. Experiments that
test this hypothesis produce and detect the new par-
ticle. As such, the experimenter has control over the
frequency of the axion or dark photon field, as well as
over its phase. Light-shining-through-wall (LSW) ex-
periments [13–15] are a canonical example of axion and
dark photon searches in this class.1 Searches for high-
frequency gravitational waves (GWs), while not strictly
speaking a test for new particles (at least since direct de-
tection of GWs at LIGO [16]), are closely related to new
particle searches because gravity couples similarly to the
photon as do axions.
b. A dark matter candidate: Here we test the

notion that a new set of degrees of freedom exist, as
above, and in addition these degrees of freedom make up
the dark matter (DM) that dominates our galaxy. Hence,
the tested hypothesis is

Hypothesis:


L ⊃ axion? dark photon?

and

⊃ axion? dark photon?

(2)

where the DM halo is represented pictorially. As
opposed to pure lab searches, we do not know the
frequency of the DM signal nor its phase. Because the
DM is non-relativistic, it is expected to have a velocity
of order the galactic virial velocity v ∼ 10−3 c. The
frequency ω of the DM field is thus set by the DM mass,
an unknown parameter, with a small spread ∆ω, of
order ∆ω/ω ∼ v2 ∼ 10−6. The wave-like DM field can
therefore be thought of as a coherent classical source
with an unknown frequency and an effective quality
factor of order QDM ∼ 106.

1 Collider and fixed-target experiments are also in this category,
but these typically search for heavier and more strongly-coupled
particles.
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We note that these two hypotheses are complementary
and can be pursued somewhat independently. Of course,
the DM candidate hypothesis is strictly stronger than the
new particle hypothesis. A new particle search, such as
an axion LSW experiment, is not strictly constrained by
an axion DM search, because the axion need not be the
DM. On the other hand, a null result in the parameter
space of a new particle search will necessarily constrain
the parameter space of a DM search. That said, a DM
search is likely to have an advantage in probing the feeble
couplings of a new particle because the number density
of DM particles in the regime of interest is typically much
larger than the density of particles that can feasibly be
produced in the lab.

II. SEARCHES FOR NEW DEGREES OF
FREEDOM

Here we summarize opportunities to search for new
particles with SRF cavities. The central characters are
dark photons and axions (or axion-like particles), though
we will touch upon other new physics candidates. We will
discuss dark photons and axions in turn.

A. Dark Photon Searches

The dark photon [17] is a well-motivated extension of
the SM, with its allure lying in its simplicity and theo-
retical completeness. The model posits that in addition
to the photon there is another U(1) gauge field, the dark
photon. The dark photon, unlike its SM counterpart, is
massive (which breaks the new U(1) symmetry). The
only renormalizable interaction (and hence the only rele-
vant interaction at low energies) one can write involving
the dark photon is a kinetic mixing with the SM photon.
The Lagrangian is

L = LSM + ε FµνF ′µν +
1

2
m2
A′ A′µA

′µ , (3)

where primes adorn the dark photon field strength and
vector potential and mA′ is the dark photon mass.

The dark photon is constrained by a host of experi-
ments including collider and fixed-target setups at rela-
tively high masses, as well as stars and CMB observations
(see, e.g., Ref. [18] for a review). As a rule, limits on dark
photons become weaker as a power of the dark photon
mass over the frequency it is emitted in a given experi-
ment. This is because the kinetic mixing term in Eq. (3)
can be rotated away by a field redefinition in the absence
of a mass term. It has been shown that limits on the
longitudinal polarization of dark photons are weakened
more slowly at low mass and are hence more constrain-
ing [19, 20].

LSW experiments have set new limits on dark photons
in optical setups, such as OSQAR [21] and ALPS [15,
22, 23] with enhanced plans for ALPS II [24], and in RF

FIG. 1: The experimental setup for the Dark SRF
experiment consisting of two 1.3 GHz cavities [29].

setups such as CROWS [25]. To date, these experiments
have not taken advantage of the enhanced sensitivity to
longitudinal dark photons.

B. Light-shining-through wall: Dark SRF

We can explore dark photon scenarios using SRF cav-
ities in a setup that resembles shining light through a
cavity wall. The conversion of some of the photons to
dark photons before the wall and conversion back to reg-
ular photons past the wall makes such a detection pos-
sible, if dark photons exist at a hypothesized mass and
coupling. Resonant cavities can be used on both sides of
the wall to increase the number of photons on the emit-
ting side and to enhance the probability of conversion of
dark photons to visible ones on the receiver side. In par-
ticular, in an RF cavity the system can be designed to
search for the parametrically enhanced longitudinal cou-
pling of the dark photon [26]. The Dark SRF experiment
plans to conduct such a search with ultra-high quality
cavities [27–29].

The kinetic mixing term in Eq. (3) effectively allows
the SM and dark electromagnetic fields to mix. As a
result, a coherently oscillating SM electromagnetic field
acts as a source of dark photons at the same frequency. In
addition, a coherent dark photon field can resonantly ex-
cite an RF cavity with the appropriate frequency. Given
an emitter cavity with quality factor Q pumped with a
power Pem at a frequency ω, the radiated dark photon
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FIG. 2: The projected 95% C.L. sensitivity on the dark photon parameter space [29] from an upcoming pathfinder
experiment (blue) along with various future SQMS focus targets (orange, green, and red). Current limits from the
cavity experiment CROWS [25], a Cavendish-type test of Coulomb’s law [30], and CMB observations are shown as

gray shaded regions [31–33].

field will then deposit power in a nearby receiver cavity

Prec = ε4
(mA′

ω

)4

|G|2Q2Pem , (4)

where G is a form factor that is specified in the Appendix,
but heuristically consists of the wavefunction overlap of
the dark photon field with the spatial mode shape in the
receiver cavity. Assuming that the noise in the receiver is
thermal, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is given by the
radiometer formula [34]

SNR =
Prec

Pth

√
δν tint =

Prec

kBTeff

√
tint

δν
, (5)

where δν is the bandwidth of the analysis, tint is the inte-
gration time, and Teff is the effective noise temperature.
The factor of

√
δν tint is the root number of independent

measurements.
The experimental setup shown in Fig. 1 has been as-

sembled using two 1.3 GHz high quality factor Q0 SRF
cavities and is employed in the current run of the Dark
SRF experiment at SQMS. The top cavity is the emit-
ter cavity and the bottom cavity is the receiver cavity.
This setup is a powerful dark photon experiment pro-
vided that it properly matches frequencies, minimizes
amplifier noise, and reduces cross talk between cavities.
Detailed technical information will be presented in an
upcoming work of Dark SRF [29].

In Fig. 2 we show the expected reach of an upcoming
Dark SRF pathfinder run as well as future projections
meeting various SQMS targets. The pathfinder run will
be sensitive to regions above the blue solid line. Com-
pared to existing constraints from the cavity experiment

CROWS [25], a test of Coulomb’s law [30], and obser-
vations of the CMB [31–33], this search will provide the
world’s best limit on dark photons in this mass range, im-
proving constraints on ε by up to two orders of magnitude
for dark photon masses between 10−8 and 6 × 10−6 eV.
We note that the improvement in ε sensitivity scales as

SNR1/4, which clearly shows that the Dark SRF setup is
advantageous in many aspects. Main factors contribut-
ing to such improvement are: high Q, noise suppres-
sion, and optimal placement of the receiver cavity. The
pathfinder setup corresponds to approximately O(1000)
photons. Enhancing this sensitivity to the few-photon
limit in the receiver cavity requires lower temperatures
(achievable with a dilution fridge) and improved suppres-
sion in amplifier noise. One can also improve the quality
factors of both the emitter and receiver cavities to probe
deeper into the dark photon parameter space. Finally, a
phase sensitive readout of the receiver cavity will enable
further improvements. These active research areas will
be developed in the coming years and their correspond-
ing projections are shown as additional colored lines in
Fig. 2.

The longitudinal Dark SRF setup is also sensitive to
other new physics. In particular, the high E-fields in
the emitter cavity can cause Schwinger pair-production
of very light millicharged particles (mCPs) [35]. Upon
production in the emitter cavity, these MCPs will then
be accelerated in the oscillating RF fields, and due to the
longitudinal arrangement of the cavities will pass through
the receiver cavity. This process occurs with a period
that is set by the emitter cavity frequency and hence is
in resonance with the receiver. Ref. [35] has shown that
this setup can set the strongest lab limits on mCPs for
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masses below 10−4 eV.

C. Proposals for Axion Searches

Axions and axion-like particles (ALPs) are natural and
well-motivated extensions of the SM. The QCD axion was
proposed as a natural solution of the strong CP prob-
lem [36–39]. It is a pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson,
arising from the spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB)
of an approximate global U(1), and thus is naturally
light. The solution to strong CP is possible due to the ax-
ion’s coupling to gluons. Once this coupling is posited, a
coupling to photons is a natural prediction of the model,

L ⊃ 1

4
gaγγ aF F̃ = gaγγ a ~E · ~B . (6)

The ALP is a generalization of the QCD axion which
does not couple to QCD, but does couple to photons or
SM fermions. ALPs are well motivated in their own right
in top-down constructions [40, 41].

The coupling in Eq. (6) is nonlinear. As a result,
such an axion can mix with a photon in the presence
of a background electromagnetic field. LSW experiments
are a classic laboratory setup to search for ALPs.2 In
these experiments, a large number of photons is kept in
an enclosed region with a strong constant background
magnetic field, corresponding to the emitter cavity. In
the presence of the gaγγ interaction, photons will con-
vert to axions and escape the enclosure. A receiver cav-
ity with a similarly strong field is set up nearby to de-
tect axions that convert back to photons. The current
best limit from such LSW setups has been achieved by
the OSQAR experiment: |gaγγ | < 3.5× 10−8 GeV−1 for
ma < 0.3 eV [21]. Operating at optical frequencies with
high-finesse cavities, the ALPS experiment took advan-
tage of resonant production and detection [15, 22] and
achieved a limit [23] comparable to that set by OSQAR,
with the prospect of an improvement by a factor ∼ 103 in
ALPS II [24]. At microwave frequencies, the LSW setup
has been implemented by the CROWS experiment and
has set a comparable limit [25].

Like the dark photon case, LSW-type axion searches
can benefit from high quality factors, which warrants the
harnessing of advances in SRF technology. The neces-
sity for a background magnetic field, however presents
a challenge, as high-quality superconductivity does not
survive large fields. To overcome this, several proposals
have been put forth, as we discuss below.

2 ALP searches that are not LSW experiments include
PVLAS [42], a search for vacuum birefringence in a magnetic
field. A different recently proposed example is the “dark SPDC”
process, in which an optical pump photon down-converts to a
signal and an axion (missing energy) [43].

FIG. 3: Schematic depiction of an SRF
light-shining-though-wall cavity search for axions [44].
The conversion region is in practice a superconducting
toroidal magnet and the coupling to the detector (i.e.,

receiver) cavity is achieved via a pickup loop in the
center of the toroid.

1. Two cavities with Static Field

One technique to utilize both high-Q SRF cavities
and large magnetic fields for a LSW axion search is to
sequester the required magnetic fields away from the
production and detection cavities. This was studied in
Ref. [44] and is depicted schematically in Fig. 3. The ex-
periment consists of three primary components: two SRF
cavities and a conversion region containing a confined

magnetic field. Source modes are driven so that ~E · ~B
is non-vanishing in the emitter cavity, which allows for
the possibility of axion production. This is in contrast to
the conventional RF approach of applying a static mag-
netic field to the emitter cavity, which for an SRF cavity
would result in magnetic flux vorticies in the cavity walls
that readily dissipate RF currents and spoil the cavity’s
large Q-factor. Produced axions will pass through the
cavity walls and propagate to the conversion region. The
conversion region is a volume of confined magnetic field
in the form of a superconducing, broken-toroid magnet.
In this magnetic field some axions will convert back to
photons. It is essential that these photons are not con-
fined in the conversion region as is the static magnetic
field, but rather they must propagate to a receiver which
couples them into the receiver cavity. This is achieved
by opening gaps in the toroidal structure of the magnet,
for example by constructing it from polodially wrapped
superconducting wire. This forms an effective polariza-
tion filter which confines the toroidal-pointing static field
and passes the polodial-pointing signal fields sourced by
axion conversion into photons. With this arrangement,
axion re-conversion will result in a non-zero AC magnetic
field in the center of the toroid. This field may be de-
tected by a pick-up loop and amplified by coupling into
the SRF receiver cavity.

With this approach neither SRF cavity is subject to
large magnetic fields and neither suffers a degradation of
Q-factor. However, losses in the walls of the conversion
region can result in a decrease of the effective Q of the
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Q=1010, Rt=100 nΩ

Q=1012, Rt=1 nΩ

FIG. 4: Sensitivity to axion-photon coupling gaγγ of
the LSW search [44]. See text for details. The yellow

region is constrained by solar axion detection [45].

entire system. The SNR is given by

SNR ∼ g4B4
cB

2
0Lt

ω5
β2 Min

[
Q,

ωLt
Rt

]
tint

Tsys
. (7)

Tsys is the system temperature, with noise dominated by
either thermal or quantum fluctuations. B0 is the static
magnetic field in the conversion region, and Bc ≈ 0.2 T
the SRF cavity’s lower critical field which limits the
power pumped into the source cavity. The signal power
scales linearly with integration time tint as the phase of
the input signal is known. β ∼ 10−3 is a geometric fac-
tor, accounting for the propagation of the signal between
the production, conversion, and detection regions. Rt
is the toroid’s surface resistance and Lt its inductance
for toroidal currents. For sufficiently small Lt/Rt, the
system’s Q is set by the toroid’s properties. The toroid
surface resistance is estimated in [44] to be Rt ∼ 100 nΩ,
due to the fringing components of the static conversion
field which will lead to flux vorticies in the toroid per-
pendicular to the flow of signal current. This resistance
is limiting for Q ≥ 1010. To take full advantage of a
cavity with Q ∼ 1012, the fringe fields must be suffi-
ciently suppressed to allow Rt ∼ nΩ. The reach in both
cases is given in Fig.4, assuming a cavity with source
frequency ν = GHz and integration time tint = 30 days,
taking B0 = 5 T and Tsys = 0.1 K. Lt is proportional to
the toroid radius and is taken to be Lt = 125 nH which
corresponds to a 10 cm toroid. Reaching these sensitivi-
ties will require exquisite control over the receiver cavity
mode frequencies, as it is essential that a resonant mode
of this cavity lies within Q−1 of the source frequency.
This will likely require continual active control to keep
the receiver cavity tuned to the source.

FIG. 5: Setup for axion search using two cavities
separated by a distance d, with a pump mode with a

frequency ω0 in the receiver and two active modes ω0,1

in the emitter. Axion is produced from the emitter with
a frequency equal to the sum or difference of the two
active modes, ω± = ω1 ± ω0. The axion may in turn

produce a photon in the receiver with frequencies equal
to ω± ± ω0, in which the combination that yields ω1 can

be resonantly produced.

2. Two Cavities with a pump mode

The LSW proposal above introduces a conversion re-
gion in between the production and detection cavities,
so a large static B-field can be run there and turn the
produced axions into signal photons. An alternative ap-
proach as shown schematically in Fig. 5, is to replace the
static B-field with an oscillatory B-field, which can then
be directly run inside the receiver cavity. The oscillatory
B-field naturally comes about as a mode of the cavity,
which is the pump mode. Given an integration time tint,
the SNR is approximately given by Equation (5). with
the signal bandwidth ∆ω1 is traditionally chosen as ω1/Q
but can be as small as t−1

int [44]. We have assumed that
the dominant noise is from thermal noise in Eq. (5), char-
acterized by the temperature T . Other sources of noise
will be discussed later. Since the axion signal frequency
is ωa = ω1 ∓ ω0, we have that ωa ∼ ω1 ∼ ω0 ∼ V −1/3,
where V is the volume of the cavity. In the limit that the
axion is massless, taking ∆ω1 to be t−1

int yields

SNR ∼ Q

8ω1
V g2

aγγE
2
peak

(
ωa
η2

01gaγγV E
2
peak

4πd

)2
1

T
tint

∼5

(
Q

1010

)(
V

(0.2m)3

)3(
gaγγ GeV

5× 10−11

)4(
Epeak

80MV/m

)6

×
(

0.4m

d

)2 ( ωa
GHz

)( tint

1year

)(
1.4K

T

)
(8)

where both the emitter and receiver cavities are to have
the same volume V and the 3 active modes are assumed
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FIG. 6: Integrating out an axion leads to an effective
quartic nonlinearity in the QED Lagrangian (top).

Integrating out the electron leads to a similar nonlinear
Lagrangian, the Euler-Heisenberg Lagrangian, that is

present in pure QED (bottom).

to have the same peak field value Epeak.
The SNR above assumed that the only important back-

ground is from thermal fluctuations. In order to reach
this level of sensitivity one must mitigate other sources
of background. A particular worry of this multi-mode
setup is that the signal mode lives in the same cavity as a
spectator mode which is being driven to high occupancy.
A small leakage of power either from the driving source
or from the spectator mode to the signal mode can easily
dominate over the thermal background. To put this in
perspective, an excited mode with Epeak ∼ 80 MV/m at
GHz frequencies has roughly 1026 photons. The thermal
background at these frequencies is of order a few thou-
sand photons. These challenges were already identified in
Ref. [46]. In Ref. [47], it is shown that both of these noise
sources can be mitigated by using a pump with high Q
and with the pump frequency well separated from the sig-
nal mode frequency. In addition, such noise sources can
be further suppressed by optimizing the cavity geometry
and material science techniques to reduce nonlinearities.
As opposed to DM searches, the signal in a LSW experi-
ment may be turned off by deactivating or detuning the
emitter in order to characterize the noise in the receiver
cavity.

3. Single-Cavity Axion Search and Euler-Heisenberg

The presence of an axion with a coupling gaγγ to elec-
tromagnetic fields induces small deviations from the lin-
earity of electrodynamics [48, 49], and axion searches
can thus also be understood as precision tests of quan-
tum electrodynamics (QED). Famously, loop contribu-
tions from virtual electrons will also induce such nonlin-
earities in pure QED, which are parameterized by the
Euler-Heisenberg (EH) Lagrangian [50, 51]. The EH La-
grangian makes a prediction for light-by-light scattering

within the SM, which has never been observed at pho-
ton frequencies below the electron mass me = 511 keV
because the effect is highly suppressed at low energies.
Here we will describe a proposed experiment to search
for both the axion-induced and EH nonlinearities using
high-Q SRF cavities. The operating principle [52–54]
is that in an SRF cavity simultaneously pumped at two
resonant frequencies ω1 and ω2, the enormous occupation
numbers of the pumped modes could generate a weak but
observable signal at the signal frequency ωs = 2ω1 − ω2

if the cavity geometry is tuned to make ωs a resonant
mode as well.

Consider the Feynman diagram in Fig. 6, top left,
which represents photon-photon scattering mediated by
an intermediate axion. When ma is large compared
to the energies of the scattering photons, the axion
may be “integrated out” by replacing its propagator as
(ω2 −m2

a)−1 → −m−2
a . This leads to a local Lagrangian

of the form shown in Fig. 6, top right, which describes a
4-photon interaction, or equivalently a cubic nonlinearity
in the equations of motion.

This argument has a close analogy with the EH La-
grangian, which is the low-energy limit of QED when the
electron has been integrated out, ω � me. Feynman
diagrams of the type shown in Fig. 6, bottom left, give
rise to a local interaction with the Lagrangian given in
Fig. 6, bottom right. The nonlinearities of the EH La-
grangian may be described in terms of an effective charge
and current density

ρEH =− 4α2

45m4
e

∇ ·P ; JEH =
4α2

45m4
e

(
∇×M+

∂P

dt

)
, (9)

with P = 7(E ·B)B+2(E2−B2)E and M = 7(E ·B)E−
2(E2−B2)B . Note that both P and M are cubic in the
electromagnetic fields, and will thus source cubic nonlin-
earities; for example, an oscillating E-field at frequency
ω will source a response field at frequency 3ω.

The axion-induced nonlinearities may also be non-local
when the axion is light, ω � ma, in which case a simple
Lagrangian description is not available. The situation for
any ma may still be parameterized in terms of an effective
current,

ρa = −gaγγB ·∇a ; Ja = gaγγ

(
∇a×E + B

∂a

∂t

)
, (10)

where a is the intermediate axion field determined by
integrating a Green’s function. As we will see below,
the form of a will depend on the relative sizes of ma

and the frequencies of the external E- and B-fields, but
as with the EH Lagrangian, ρa and Ja are cubic in the
electromagnetic fields for any ma.

A quick estimate may be made for the size of gaγγ at
which axion-induced nonlinearities will be of the same
order of magnitude as the EH nonlinearities. Comparing
the coefficients of the two local Lagrangians in Fig. 6, we
have that the axion-induced effect dominates for

gaγγ
ma

& O(1)× α

m2
e

' 10−10 GeV−1

10−6 eV
. (11)
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a
<latexit sha1_base64="iRdJJiCIvlwsHxJ60ESf4jpRDTQ=">AAAB6HicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lqaOut6MVjC/YD2lA220m7drMJuxuhhP4CLx4U8epP8ua/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZ58ecKW3bH1ZubX1jcyu/XdjZ3ds/KB4edVSUSAptGvFI9nyigDMBbc00h14sgYQ+h64/vc787j1IxSJxq2cxeCEZCxYwSrSRWmRYLNnly3q14laxXbbtmlNxMlKpuRcudoySoYRWaA6L74NRRJMQhKacKNV37Fh7KZGaUQ7zwiBREBM6JWPoGypICMpLF4fO8ZlRRjiIpCmh8UL9PpGSUKlZ6JvOkOiJ+u1l4l9eP9FB3UuZiBMNgi4XBQnHOsLZ13jEJFDNZ4YQKpm5FdMJkYRqk03BhPD1Kf6fdCplx/CWW2pcreLIoxN0is6Rg2qogW5QE7URRYAe0BN6tu6sR+vFel225qzVzDH6AevtEyN9jSc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iRdJJiCIvlwsHxJ60ESf4jpRDTQ=">AAAB6HicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lqaOut6MVjC/YD2lA220m7drMJuxuhhP4CLx4U8epP8ua/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZ58ecKW3bH1ZubX1jcyu/XdjZ3ds/KB4edVSUSAptGvFI9nyigDMBbc00h14sgYQ+h64/vc787j1IxSJxq2cxeCEZCxYwSrSRWmRYLNnly3q14laxXbbtmlNxMlKpuRcudoySoYRWaA6L74NRRJMQhKacKNV37Fh7KZGaUQ7zwiBREBM6JWPoGypICMpLF4fO8ZlRRjiIpCmh8UL9PpGSUKlZ6JvOkOiJ+u1l4l9eP9FB3UuZiBMNgi4XBQnHOsLZ13jEJFDNZ4YQKpm5FdMJkYRqk03BhPD1Kf6fdCplx/CWW2pcreLIoxN0is6Rg2qogW5QE7URRYAe0BN6tu6sR+vFel225qzVzDH6AevtEyN9jSc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iRdJJiCIvlwsHxJ60ESf4jpRDTQ=">AAAB6HicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lqaOut6MVjC/YD2lA220m7drMJuxuhhP4CLx4U8epP8ua/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZ58ecKW3bH1ZubX1jcyu/XdjZ3ds/KB4edVSUSAptGvFI9nyigDMBbc00h14sgYQ+h64/vc787j1IxSJxq2cxeCEZCxYwSrSRWmRYLNnly3q14laxXbbtmlNxMlKpuRcudoySoYRWaA6L74NRRJMQhKacKNV37Fh7KZGaUQ7zwiBREBM6JWPoGypICMpLF4fO8ZlRRjiIpCmh8UL9PpGSUKlZ6JvOkOiJ+u1l4l9eP9FB3UuZiBMNgi4XBQnHOsLZ13jEJFDNZ4YQKpm5FdMJkYRqk03BhPD1Kf6fdCplx/CWW2pcreLIoxN0is6Rg2qogW5QE7URRYAe0BN6tu6sR+vFel225qzVzDH6AevtEyN9jSc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iRdJJiCIvlwsHxJ60ESf4jpRDTQ=">AAAB6HicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lqaOut6MVjC/YD2lA220m7drMJuxuhhP4CLx4U8epP8ua/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZ58ecKW3bH1ZubX1jcyu/XdjZ3ds/KB4edVSUSAptGvFI9nyigDMBbc00h14sgYQ+h64/vc787j1IxSJxq2cxeCEZCxYwSrSRWmRYLNnly3q14laxXbbtmlNxMlKpuRcudoySoYRWaA6L74NRRJMQhKacKNV37Fh7KZGaUQ7zwiBREBM6JWPoGypICMpLF4fO8ZlRRjiIpCmh8UL9PpGSUKlZ6JvOkOiJ+u1l4l9eP9FB3UuZiBMNgi4XBQnHOsLZ13jEJFDNZ4YQKpm5FdMJkYRqk03BhPD1Kf6fdCplx/CWW2pcreLIoxN0is6Rg2qogW5QE7URRYAe0BN6tu6sR+vFel225qzVzDH6AevtEyN9jSc=</latexit>

d
<latexit sha1_base64="ANwwD9hBK/RHUqx/kjjzPqX1y2w=">AAAB6HicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQxtHVXdOOyBfuANpTJZNKOnTyYmQgl9AvcuFDErZ/kzr9x0lZQ0QMXDufcy733eAlnUpnmh1FYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHXRmngtAOiXks+h6WlLOIdhRTnPYTQXHocdrzpte537unQrI4ulWzhLohHkcsYAQrLbX9UbliVi8bNdupIbNqmnXLtnJi150LB1layVGBFVqj8vvQj0ka0kgRjqUcWGai3AwLxQin89IwlTTBZIrHdKBphEMq3Wxx6BydacVHQSx0RQot1O8TGQ6lnIWe7gyxmsjfXi7+5Q1SFTTcjEVJqmhElouClCMVo/xr5DNBieIzTTARTN+KyAQLTJTOpqRD+PoU/U+6dtXSvO1UmlerOIpwAqdwDhbUoQk30IIOEKDwAE/wbNwZj8aL8bpsLRirmWP4AePtEygJjSo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ANwwD9hBK/RHUqx/kjjzPqX1y2w=">AAAB6HicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQxtHVXdOOyBfuANpTJZNKOnTyYmQgl9AvcuFDErZ/kzr9x0lZQ0QMXDufcy733eAlnUpnmh1FYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHXRmngtAOiXks+h6WlLOIdhRTnPYTQXHocdrzpte537unQrI4ulWzhLohHkcsYAQrLbX9UbliVi8bNdupIbNqmnXLtnJi150LB1layVGBFVqj8vvQj0ka0kgRjqUcWGai3AwLxQin89IwlTTBZIrHdKBphEMq3Wxx6BydacVHQSx0RQot1O8TGQ6lnIWe7gyxmsjfXi7+5Q1SFTTcjEVJqmhElouClCMVo/xr5DNBieIzTTARTN+KyAQLTJTOpqRD+PoU/U+6dtXSvO1UmlerOIpwAqdwDhbUoQk30IIOEKDwAE/wbNwZj8aL8bpsLRirmWP4AePtEygJjSo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ANwwD9hBK/RHUqx/kjjzPqX1y2w=">AAAB6HicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQxtHVXdOOyBfuANpTJZNKOnTyYmQgl9AvcuFDErZ/kzr9x0lZQ0QMXDufcy733eAlnUpnmh1FYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHXRmngtAOiXks+h6WlLOIdhRTnPYTQXHocdrzpte537unQrI4ulWzhLohHkcsYAQrLbX9UbliVi8bNdupIbNqmnXLtnJi150LB1layVGBFVqj8vvQj0ka0kgRjqUcWGai3AwLxQin89IwlTTBZIrHdKBphEMq3Wxx6BydacVHQSx0RQot1O8TGQ6lnIWe7gyxmsjfXi7+5Q1SFTTcjEVJqmhElouClCMVo/xr5DNBieIzTTARTN+KyAQLTJTOpqRD+PoU/U+6dtXSvO1UmlerOIpwAqdwDhbUoQk30IIOEKDwAE/wbNwZj8aL8bpsLRirmWP4AePtEygJjSo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ANwwD9hBK/RHUqx/kjjzPqX1y2w=">AAAB6HicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQxtHVXdOOyBfuANpTJZNKOnTyYmQgl9AvcuFDErZ/kzr9x0lZQ0QMXDufcy733eAlnUpnmh1FYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHXRmngtAOiXks+h6WlLOIdhRTnPYTQXHocdrzpte537unQrI4ulWzhLohHkcsYAQrLbX9UbliVi8bNdupIbNqmnXLtnJi150LB1layVGBFVqj8vvQj0ka0kgRjqUcWGai3AwLxQin89IwlTTBZIrHdKBphEMq3Wxx6BydacVHQSx0RQot1O8TGQ6lnIWe7gyxmsjfXi7+5Q1SFTTcjEVJqmhElouClCMVo/xr5DNBieIzTTARTN+KyAQLTJTOpqRD+PoU/U+6dtXSvO1UmlerOIpwAqdwDhbUoQk30IIOEKDwAE/wbNwZj8aL8bpsLRirmWP4AePtEygJjSo=</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="MmIIBTYNgsS5mNV0WaIjOxjB3FI=">AAAB6HicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lqaOut6MWDhxZsK7ShbLaTdu1mE3Y3Qgn9BV48KOLVn+TNf+OmraCiDwYe780wM8+POVPatj+s3Mrq2vpGfrOwtb2zu1fcP+ioKJEU2jTikbz1iQLOBLQ10xxuYwkk9Dl0/cll5nfvQSoWiRs9jcELyUiwgFGijdS6HhRLdvm8Xq24VWyXbbvmVJyMVGrumYsdo2QooSWag+J7fxjRJAShKSdK9Rw71l5KpGaUw6zQTxTEhE7ICHqGChKC8tL5oTN8YpQhDiJpSmg8V79PpCRUahr6pjMkeqx+e5n4l9dLdFD3UibiRIOgi0VBwrGOcPY1HjIJVPOpIYRKZm7FdEwkodpkUzAhfH2K/yedStkxvOWWGhfLOPLoCB2jU+SgGmqgK9REbUQRoAf0hJ6tO+vRerFeF605azlziH7AevsEA6mNEg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MmIIBTYNgsS5mNV0WaIjOxjB3FI=">AAAB6HicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lqaOut6MWDhxZsK7ShbLaTdu1mE3Y3Qgn9BV48KOLVn+TNf+OmraCiDwYe780wM8+POVPatj+s3Mrq2vpGfrOwtb2zu1fcP+ioKJEU2jTikbz1iQLOBLQ10xxuYwkk9Dl0/cll5nfvQSoWiRs9jcELyUiwgFGijdS6HhRLdvm8Xq24VWyXbbvmVJyMVGrumYsdo2QooSWag+J7fxjRJAShKSdK9Rw71l5KpGaUw6zQTxTEhE7ICHqGChKC8tL5oTN8YpQhDiJpSmg8V79PpCRUahr6pjMkeqx+e5n4l9dLdFD3UibiRIOgi0VBwrGOcPY1HjIJVPOpIYRKZm7FdEwkodpkUzAhfH2K/yedStkxvOWWGhfLOPLoCB2jU+SgGmqgK9REbUQRoAf0hJ6tO+vRerFeF605azlziH7AevsEA6mNEg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MmIIBTYNgsS5mNV0WaIjOxjB3FI=">AAAB6HicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lqaOut6MWDhxZsK7ShbLaTdu1mE3Y3Qgn9BV48KOLVn+TNf+OmraCiDwYe780wM8+POVPatj+s3Mrq2vpGfrOwtb2zu1fcP+ioKJEU2jTikbz1iQLOBLQ10xxuYwkk9Dl0/cll5nfvQSoWiRs9jcELyUiwgFGijdS6HhRLdvm8Xq24VWyXbbvmVJyMVGrumYsdo2QooSWag+J7fxjRJAShKSdK9Rw71l5KpGaUw6zQTxTEhE7ICHqGChKC8tL5oTN8YpQhDiJpSmg8V79PpCRUahr6pjMkeqx+e5n4l9dLdFD3UibiRIOgi0VBwrGOcPY1HjIJVPOpIYRKZm7FdEwkodpkUzAhfH2K/yedStkxvOWWGhfLOPLoCB2jU+SgGmqgK9REbUQRoAf0hJ6tO+vRerFeF605azlziH7AevsEA6mNEg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MmIIBTYNgsS5mNV0WaIjOxjB3FI=">AAAB6HicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lqaOut6MWDhxZsK7ShbLaTdu1mE3Y3Qgn9BV48KOLVn+TNf+OmraCiDwYe780wM8+POVPatj+s3Mrq2vpGfrOwtb2zu1fcP+ioKJEU2jTikbz1iQLOBLQ10xxuYwkk9Dl0/cll5nfvQSoWiRs9jcELyUiwgFGijdS6HhRLdvm8Xq24VWyXbbvmVJyMVGrumYsdo2QooSWag+J7fxjRJAShKSdK9Rw71l5KpGaUw6zQTxTEhE7ICHqGChKC8tL5oTN8YpQhDiJpSmg8V79PpCRUahr6pjMkeqx+e5n4l9dLdFD3UibiRIOgi0VBwrGOcPY1HjIJVPOpIYRKZm7FdEwkodpkUzAhfH2K/yedStkxvOWWGhfLOPLoCB2jU+SgGmqgK9REbUQRoAf0hJ6tO+vRerFeF605azlziH7AevsEA6mNEg==</latexit>

B1e
i!1t + B2e

i!2t
<latexit sha1_base64="W3VJBp3cyWgGeXddCcSjV9zO5HY=">AAACJHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAiCUJIiKLgpduOygn1AE8NketMOnTyYmQgl9GPc+CtuXPjAhRu/xUmbRW09MHDmnHu59x4/4Uwqy/o2VlbX1jc2S1vl7Z3dvX3z4LAt41RQaNGYx6LrEwmcRdBSTHHoJgJI6HPo+KNG7nceQUgWR/dqnIAbkkHEAkaJ0pJnXjshUUM/yG4mno3hIWNOHMKA6I+a4HM8Z9fm7Zq2PbNiVa0p8DKxC1JBBZqe+eH0Y5qGECnKiZQ920qUmxGhGOUwKTuphITQERlAT9OIhCDdbHrkBJ9qpY+DWOgXKTxV5zsyEko5Dn1dme8sF71c/M/rpSq4cjMWJamCiM4GBSnHKsZ5YrjPBFDFx5oQKpjeFdMhEYQqnWtZh2AvnrxM2rWqrfndRaXeKOIooWN0gs6QjS5RHd2iJmohip7QC3pD78az8Wp8Gl+z0hWj6DlCf2D8/AKsx6Qx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W3VJBp3cyWgGeXddCcSjV9zO5HY=">AAACJHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAiCUJIiKLgpduOygn1AE8NketMOnTyYmQgl9GPc+CtuXPjAhRu/xUmbRW09MHDmnHu59x4/4Uwqy/o2VlbX1jc2S1vl7Z3dvX3z4LAt41RQaNGYx6LrEwmcRdBSTHHoJgJI6HPo+KNG7nceQUgWR/dqnIAbkkHEAkaJ0pJnXjshUUM/yG4mno3hIWNOHMKA6I+a4HM8Z9fm7Zq2PbNiVa0p8DKxC1JBBZqe+eH0Y5qGECnKiZQ920qUmxGhGOUwKTuphITQERlAT9OIhCDdbHrkBJ9qpY+DWOgXKTxV5zsyEko5Dn1dme8sF71c/M/rpSq4cjMWJamCiM4GBSnHKsZ5YrjPBFDFx5oQKpjeFdMhEYQqnWtZh2AvnrxM2rWqrfndRaXeKOIooWN0gs6QjS5RHd2iJmohip7QC3pD78az8Wp8Gl+z0hWj6DlCf2D8/AKsx6Qx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W3VJBp3cyWgGeXddCcSjV9zO5HY=">AAACJHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAiCUJIiKLgpduOygn1AE8NketMOnTyYmQgl9GPc+CtuXPjAhRu/xUmbRW09MHDmnHu59x4/4Uwqy/o2VlbX1jc2S1vl7Z3dvX3z4LAt41RQaNGYx6LrEwmcRdBSTHHoJgJI6HPo+KNG7nceQUgWR/dqnIAbkkHEAkaJ0pJnXjshUUM/yG4mno3hIWNOHMKA6I+a4HM8Z9fm7Zq2PbNiVa0p8DKxC1JBBZqe+eH0Y5qGECnKiZQ920qUmxGhGOUwKTuphITQERlAT9OIhCDdbHrkBJ9qpY+DWOgXKTxV5zsyEko5Dn1dme8sF71c/M/rpSq4cjMWJamCiM4GBSnHKsZ5YrjPBFDFx5oQKpjeFdMhEYQqnWtZh2AvnrxM2rWqrfndRaXeKOIooWN0gs6QjS5RHd2iJmohip7QC3pD78az8Wp8Gl+z0hWj6DlCf2D8/AKsx6Qx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W3VJBp3cyWgGeXddCcSjV9zO5HY=">AAACJHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAiCUJIiKLgpduOygn1AE8NketMOnTyYmQgl9GPc+CtuXPjAhRu/xUmbRW09MHDmnHu59x4/4Uwqy/o2VlbX1jc2S1vl7Z3dvX3z4LAt41RQaNGYx6LrEwmcRdBSTHHoJgJI6HPo+KNG7nceQUgWR/dqnIAbkkHEAkaJ0pJnXjshUUM/yG4mno3hIWNOHMKA6I+a4HM8Z9fm7Zq2PbNiVa0p8DKxC1JBBZqe+eH0Y5qGECnKiZQ920qUmxGhGOUwKTuphITQERlAT9OIhCDdbHrkBJ9qpY+DWOgXKTxV5zsyEko5Dn1dme8sF71c/M/rpSq4cjMWJamCiM4GBSnHKsZ5YrjPBFDFx5oQKpjeFdMhEYQqnWtZh2AvnrxM2rWqrfndRaXeKOIooWN0gs6QjS5RHd2iJmohip7QC3pD78az8Wp8Gl+z0hWj6DlCf2D8/AKsx6Qx</latexit>

E1e
i!1t + E2e
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FIG. 7: Schematic of the proposed single-cavity
experiment [53, 54]. Note that the signal mode ωs

extends through the bulk of the cavity, but the filtering
geometry suppresses the pump fields in the detection

region.

Since 10−6 eV corresponds to GHz frequencies, and the
strongest limits on gaγγ which are agnostic to whether
or not the axion makes up the cosmological DM of the
universe are gaγγ < 6.6 × 10−11 GeV−1 from the CAST
experiment [45], Eq. (11) shows that an experiment sen-
sitive to the EH nonlinearities could also set the strongest
bounds on the axion-photon coupling.

Consider an SRF cavity pumped simultaneously with
resonant electromagnetic fields E1,B1 and E2,B2 with
frequencies ω1 and ω2 respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 7.
The intermediate axion field can be obtained by integrat-
ing the source (E1 +B1) · (E2 +B2) against the massive
Klein-Gordon Green’s function, yielding an axion effec-
tive current from Eq. (10) containing a frequency com-
ponent at ωs = 2ω1 − ω2,

Ja(x, t) ⊃ J(c)
a (x) cos(ωst) + J(s)

a (x) sin(ωst) . (12)

For general ma, both quadratures in Ja are present, but
in the local limit ma � ωs, Ja is always in phase with
the pump modes. Let Ês be the dimensionless signal
mode in a cavity with volume V , with normalization∫
d3x |Ês(x)|2 = V , and quality factor Qs. The axion-

sourced signal field Ea is then [54]

Ea(x, t) =
Qs
ωsV

Ês(x)

∫
d3x′ Ês(x

′) · Ja(x′, t) , (13)

from which we can obtain the total number of photons
in the signal field as

Ns =
1

2ωs

〈∫
d3x |Ea(x, t)|2

〉
, (14)

where the brackets denote time averaging. Note that all
of the above considerations hold equally well for the EH-
sourced signal field, using Eq. (9) instead for the effective
current.

FIG. 8: Projected sensitivity of the single-cavity
experiment with different assumptions about the cavity
parameters, bandwidth, and measurement time; see text

for details.

We can obtain an estimate of the sensitivity by assum-
ing that thermal noise dominates the background and
using the Dicke radiometer equation for the SNR,

SNR =
Ps
T

√
t

B
≈ Ns
Nth

1

2LQs

√
t

B
, (15)

where Ps is the signal power, t is the total measurement
time, B is the signal bandwidth, L is the length of the
cavity, and Nth = T/ωs is the number of thermal photons
at the signal frequency (valid for temperatures T � ωs).
Setting SNR = 1 and solving for gaγγ for a cylindrical
cavity with a = 0.5 m and d = 1.56 m, temperature
T = 1.5 K, peak pump field strength E0 = 45 MV/m,
and the mode combination TE011/TM010/TM020 (with
fs = ωs/(2π) = 0.527 GHz) yields the projected sensi-
tivities shown in Fig. 7, for various measurement times
and readout schemes. The red curves correspond to
Qs = 3 × 108, a measurement time of t = 1 day, and
a bandwidth B = ωs

2πQs
= 2 Hz (dark red) or B = 1/t

(light red); the latter may be achieved with a phase-
sensitive readout such as a lock-in amplifier, because the
phase of the signal is known according to Eq. (12). The
green curve corresponds to Qs = 1012, t = 20 days, and
B = 1/t, and would achieve sensitivity to the EH nonlin-
earity. In order for B = 1/t to be viable, the frequencies
of the cavity, and in particular the mode-matching con-
dition, must be robust to vibrational noise, possibly with
an active frequency-stabilizing scheme.

For all of the sensitivity curves, the limiting sensitivity
to gaγγ is independent of ma for ma � ωs and degrades
linearly with ma for ma � ωs. This is one potential
advantage of the single-cavity scheme compared to the
two-cavity schemes: since the signal generation in the
single-cavity scheme takes place in the same spacetime
region as the pump region, a heavy off-shell axion does
not have to propagate to be converted back to photons,
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a fact which causes the reach of the two-cavity scheme to
degrade exponentially at large ma. On the other hand,
the single-cavity scheme is far more sensitive to noise
sources which generate nonlinearities in the pump region,
so these two schemes are highly complementary.

4. Ongoing R&D for Axion searches

The previously discussed axion searches will require
custom designed SRF cavities in order to fulfill the strin-
gent requirements on frequency matching between the
pump mode(s) and the signal mode. In addition, multi-
ple issues, both technical and scientific, need to be ad-
dressed in order to maximize the search sensitivity. A
feasibility study is being conducted to evaluate how the
multimode axion searches can be implemented with the
necessary sensitivity.

An elliptical 1.3 GHz 9-cell SRF Nb cavity is being
used to study the presence and magnitude of non-linear
effects of the Nb surface that could cause the excitation
of frequencies or resonant modes other than the ones in-
tentionally excited in the cavity. The geometry of this
cavity, being multi-cell, is different from the single cell
cavities that will be used in the axion searches. How-
ever, the multi-cell design allows for easy access to mul-
tiple resonant modes, both nearby (≈MHz apart) or well-
separated (≈GHz) in frequency. The measurements are
being conducted at 2 K in a liquid helium dewar and
include:

• the excitation of one pump mode and the search for
excited modes both in the same resonant pass-band
or in different TM or TE pass-bands.

• the excitation of two pump modes and the search
for their linear combinations, focusing in particular
on the combinations that would correspond to the
axion signal: ω3 = 2ω1 ± ω2.

In addition to the study of non-linear effects, it is also
crucial to identify the possible sources of spurious excita-
tion in the RF system that could propagate to the cavity
(as for example higher harmonics of the pump modes
generated by the high power amplifier or resonant modes
excited in the cavity by the amplifier noise). Analyzing
the sources of noise in the current experimental system
will help guide the choice of appropriate RF instruments
and components to be used in the axion searches in order
to maximize their sensitivity.

To guide the mechanical design of the axion cavities,
effort is also being directed at characterizing the cavity
mechanical modes and the microphonics present in the
helium bath, and how these result in the cavity defor-
mation and frequency shift for each resonant mode of
interest. These developments will als directly benefit the
development of the axion DM search discussed below in
Sec. III D.

Ref. Material f (GHz) Ba (T) T (K) Q0

[57] Nb3Sn 3.9 6.0 4.2 (5.3 ± 0.3) × 105

[58] NbTi/Cu 9.08 5 4.2 2.95 × 105

[59] Nb3Sn 9 8 4.2 6 × 103

[60] REBCO 9 11.6 4.2 7 × 104

[61] YBCO 6.93 8.0 4.2 3.2 × 105

TABLE I: A list of existing cavities which were
operated in strong magnetic fields and the

corresponding quality factors.

III. DARK MATTER SEARCHES WITH
ULTRA-HIGH Q

Both axions and dark photons are compelling can-
didates for DM [55, 56]. These candidates fall into
a broader category of wave-like DM, since their wave,
rather than particle, nature provides a more useful de-
scription. As light bosonic degrees of freedom, axions
or dark photons can form non-relativistic waves which
would carry energy density, and hence gravitate. Focus-
ing on the axion for concreteness, a non-relativistic wave
is well-approximated as a coherent field oscillating with
a frequency ωa ' ma, where ma is the axion mass. The
amplitude, a0 of the axion field oscillations is set by the
DM energy density ρ

DM
via a0 ∼ √ρDM/ma. The DM ax-

ion wave is expected to carry momentum of roughly mav
with v ∼ 10−3 c of order the local virial velocity in our
halo. This leads to a small average correction to the axion
oscillation frequency, of order v2. This implies that the
effective quality factor of the axion as a monochromatic
source is Qa ∼ 106. Hence, the axion field is expected
to be coherent over roughly a million periods, by which
time the axion picks up a random phase with respect to
some initial state. In addition, the axion momentum im-
plies that there is a small O(v) gradient in the axion field,
though in many cases it can be ignored. A similar story
follows for dark photon DM, with the notable exception
that the dark photon is a vector field, and hence picks a
random spatial direction which changes over a coherence
time.

It should be noted that both axions and dark photons
are attractive candidates also because the abundance of
DM can be explained by a random initial displacement of
the field. For the axion this can occur either during the
QCD phase transition or during inflation [55, 56]. For
the QCD axion, an initial displacement of order the ax-
ion decay constant motivates searches around a GHz, but
lower frequencies can also arise naturally. Several mech-
anisms could produce cosmic dark photons, the simplest
being through quantum fluctuations during inflation [62].
These fluctuations seed excitations in the dark photon
field, resulting in the cold DM observed today in the form
of coherent oscillation of this field. The predicted mass

from this mechanism is mA′ ≈ 10µeV
(
1014 GeV/HI

)4
,

where HI is the Hubble constant during inflation. Mea-
surements of the CMB tensor to scalar ratio constrain
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FIG. 9: Loaded quality factor as a function of the
applied magnetic field for a TESLA and a cigar-shaped

Nb3Sn cavity [66]. The inset focuses on the low-field
region. For the cigar-shaped Nb3Sn cavity,

measurements were made both for increasing and for
decreasing field.

HI . 1014 GeV [63], which makes the search for mA′ &
10−5 eV well-motivated. Other mechanisms are possible
and are described in Refs. [64, 65].

A. Haloscopes and the Scan Rate

A scheme that has proven successful to reach sensi-
tivity relevant for QCD axion detection is that of the
cavity haloscope. This detector relies on axion to pho-
ton conversion inside RF cavities in a strong magnetic
field. Similarly a DM dark photon can convert to a pho-
ton, even in the absence of a magnetic field. The signal
power read out of a haloscope with a cavity of volume V ,
a loaded quality Ql, magnetic field B, and coupling β is

Psig = P0
β

1 + β

QlQDM

Ql +QDM
(16)

where

P0 =

{
g2
aγγ

ρa
ma
B2V Ca for axions

εmA′ρA′V CA′ for dark photons
(17)

and the C’s are form factors, normalized mode ovelaps
between the DM field and the cavity mode, typically of
order 0.1.

The axion (dark photon) mass is unknown, so cavity
haloscopes must be tunable to search through gaγγ vs.
ma (ε vs. mA′) parameter space. Thus the scan rate is a
key figure of merit for such experiments. Accounting for
thermal and amplifier noise, it was shown that the scan
rate allowed by fixing the SNR can be higher even as the
cavity Q exceeds the quality of the DM source [67]. It

5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0
Frequency (GHz)

500

1000

1500

2000

n S
Q

L/n
c

FIG. 10: Implementing the photon counting technique
will increase the scan rate by a factor n̄SQL/n̄c
compared to the standard quantum limit. The

calculated n̄c assumes a 50 mK cavity and that only
real thermal photons contribute to the dark count.

is thus well motivated to use ultra-high quality cavities
in the search for DM, and in the case of the axion, to
develop high coherence cavities that can withstand large
magnetic fields.

B. High-Q Cavities in a Static B-field

Using large cylindrical copper cavities, axions with
mass in the range (2.7−4.2) µeV (650 MHz − 1025 MHz)
have been excluded at DFSZ model sensitivity [68]. To
extend the search to heavier axions (up to 15 GHz), next
generation experiments target the development of new
cavity technologies with higher quality factors to com-
pensate for the poor scaling of the scan rate with in-
creasing frequency, mostly determined by the effective
volume of the chosen axion-sensitive cavity mode. For
copper cavities employed so far in leading haloscope ex-
periments, the quality factor is limited by the anomalous
skin effect [69] to ∼ 104 − 105 at ∼GHz frequencies [70].
Thus, radically different approaches need to be consid-
ered to realize better resonator haloscopes.

SRF cavities in accelerators typically are operated in
small ∼µT -scale magnetic fields, with Q0 ∼ O

(
1010

)
.

In these low magnetic field environments, niobium is ex-
pected to be in the Meissner state, in which the supercon-
ductor acts as a diamagnet. In T -scale magnetic fields,
niobium would be normal conducting, but superconduc-
tors with higher critical fields like Nb3Sn and NbTi can
still be superconducting, though typically in the vortex
state, in which applied magnetic fields penetrate through
the material in a lattice of quantized flux. This trapped
flux will degrade the Q0 of the cavity to some extent, but
the cavity may still have a substantially higher Q0 than
an equivalent normal conducting cavity.

Experiments exploring the performance of supercon-
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FIG. 11: The projected sensitivity of the proposed search for dark photon dark matter with SQMS systems
assuming a fixed scan rate.

ducting cavities in T -scale magnetic fields have been suc-
cessful in producing Q0 values in the mid-105 range at
frequencies between 1-10 GHz, as shown in Table I. These
are promising for improving cavity haloscope-based ax-
ion search experiments, in which the sensitivity scales
approximately with

√
Q0 and the scan rate scales ap-

proximately with Q0. The performance of a Nb3Sn cav-
ity from the SQMS collaboration is shown in Fig. 9. This
cavity was measured only up to 6 T due to test stand lim-
itations, but may continue to have high Q0 up to even
higher magnetic fields, and may have even higher Q0 at
lower temperatures than 4.2 K [66].

Dielectric resonators [71, 72] are another effective
strategy to obtain high quality factors in multi-Tesla
fields, especially in the high-frequency range. In this type
of cavity, higher-order TM0n0 modes are exploited for de-
tection, and the inserted dielectric shells or rings coaxial
with the cavity axis are properly shaped to maximize the
figure of merit (C0n0V )2Q0, and in turn the haloscope
scan rate, in FEM simulations. C0n0 is the form factor,
that accounts for the overlap between the wave functions
of the axion and the produced photon. For cylindrical
cavities, the TM0n0 mode is conventionally considered
since it yields the largest form factor in a magnetic field,
while the higher-order modes have form factor values that
decrease with increasing order. For instance, C030 = 0.05
is parametrically smaller than C010 = 0.69 in an empty
cavity. However, form factors that are very close to those
of the fundamental mode can be in principle be obtained
even for high-order modes if one dielectric shell is inserted
in the cavity [71]. Alternatively, in the double-shell con-
figuration, two concentric dielectric hollow cylinders are
employed to suppress the evanescent field at the copper
boundaries, to achieve quality factors sufficiently large to
compensate the loss in form factor [60]. The estimated
scan rate of this latter dielectric resonator exceeds that
of a conventional resonator by more than a factor 4, with

measured quality factors exceeding 9× 106 at more than
8 T magnetic fields.

C. Sub-SQL Dark Photon Dark Matter Search
with a Highly-Tunable SRF Cavities

SQMS has recently started to design a dark photon
dark matter (DPDM) search that will implement a widely
tunable SRF cavity to scan the parameter space from
5 GHz to 8 GHz. SQMS will also take advantage of its
in-house QIS expertise to reduce the noise floor below
the Standard Quantum Limit (SQL) by using a super-
conducting qubit to count photons potentially deposited
by a dark photon [73].

Cavity haloscopes have traditionally extracted the DM
signal via an antenna connected to a linear amplifier,
such as a Josephson Parametric Amplifier. Unfortu-
nately, these linear amplifiers contribute to their own
noise power, and their minimum contribution is the stan-
dard quantum limit (SQL). SQL noise increases linearly
with frequency, and thus it is necessary to subvert the
SQL to make higher-mass searches feasible. Two experi-
ments have demonstrated sub-SQL detection by sacrific-
ing phase information: HAYSTAC by implementing vac-
uum squeezing [74] and SQuAD by implementing qubit-
based photon counting [75].

SQMS plans to increase the scan rate by implement-
ing the photon-counting technique developed in Ref. [75].
A transmon qubit will be situated inside the SRF cav-
ity. The resonant frequency of the qubit will depend
on the number of photons in the cavity, and Ramsey
interferometry will be implemented to extract this reso-
nant frequency. Since this is a quantum nondemolition
measurement, this measurement can be repeated many
times to reduce uncertainties and reject false positives. If
the only source of false positives, i.e., dark count, comes
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FIG. 12: Schematic of the proposed up-conversion
axion dark matter experiment. A pump mode photon
at frequency ω0 ∼ GHz is upconverted by axion dark
matter into a nearly degenerate photon of frequency
ω1 = ω0 +ma. See Ref. [76] for additional details.

from real thermal photons, then the scan rate would im-
prove by a factor of O(102) to O(103) compared to SQL-
limited detection. The photon occupation number for
thermal photons in the cavity at temperature Tc = 50 mK

is n̄c =
(

exp(hf/kbTc) − 1
)−1

. The occupation num-
ber from the standard quantum limit is n̄SQL, and the
scan rate improvement from subverting the SQL limit is
n̄SQL/n̄c. The calculated scan rate improvement (assum-
ing very generously that the dark count is dominated by
the finite cavity temperature) is shown in Fig. 10.

The cavity conceptualized in this section will be sensi-
tive to DPDM with masses between 20.3µeV (5 GHz)
and 33µeV (8 GHz) with kinetic mixing angles of
O
(
10−15

)
− O

(
10−16

)
, as shown in Fig. 11. The form

factor varies from C = 0.05 to C = 0.225, assuming
dark photons are randomly polarized.3 The Nb cavity
is expected to have an unloaded quality factor of 1010.
However, the superconducting qubit is likely to reduce
QL by a few orders of magnitude.

This project is currently at its conceptual and design
stage. The projection is likely to fluctuate by an order
of magnitude as this project matures. Regardless, SQMS
is excited to combine SRF cavity technology and qubit-
based photon counting to increase the DM search scan
rate by many orders of magnitude.

D. Axion Dark Matter Searches with
Up-Conversion

To date, most experiments searching for
electromagnetically-coupled axion DM employ static

3 Because dark photons are often thought to be randomly polar-
ized, the form factor for a dark photon haloscope, in this case, is
1/3 that of an axion haloscope.

magnetic fields, since these are more easily sourced at
large field strengths. In the presence of an axion DM
background, the axion-photon interaction sources a
feeble electromagnetic field oscillating at the axion mass
ma, which can be detected with a resonator tuned to
the same frequency. This is the strategy employed by
typical haloscope cavity experiments, which operate at
∼ GHz frequencies, corresponding to axion masses of
ma ∼ µeV. Since the resonant frequency is typically
controlled by the inverse geometric size of the detector,
probing much lighter axion masses requires prohibitively
large cavities. To circumvent this, LC circuit resonator
haloscopes are in the beginning stages of development
to search for much lighter axions, enabled by the fact
that their resonant frequency is not directly dictated by
the size of the circuit [77]. However, in the limit that
the axion’s Compton wavelength is much larger than
the characteristic size of the detector Ldet, the signal
power is parametrically suppressed by the small quantity
ma Ldet � 1.

As highlighted in Refs. [76, 78, 79], a heterodyne search
employing the oscillating electromagnetic fields of a res-
onant cavity completely undoes this unneeded suppres-
sion. This can be understood from the form of the axion-
induced effective current introduced above in Eq. (10),
which in the long-wavelength limit is Ja ∝ B ∂ta. For a
background magnetic field oscillating at a frequency of
ω0, the resulting axion-induced emf is controlled by the
beats of ω0 and ma, i.e., Ea ∝ ∂tJa ∝ ω0 ± ma. Thus,
compared to an experiment employing static magnetic
fields, oscillating the field at ω0 ∼ GHz enhances the
signal by GHz/ma � 1 in the low-mass limit.

This enhancement carries over directly to the reach of
a proposed heterodyne search utilizing a single SRF cav-
ity [76, 78, 79]. A schematic of the setup is shown in
Fig. 12. A cavity is pumped at a frequency ω0 ∼ GHz.
The axion field interacts with the pump mode magnetic
field, resonantly driving power into a signal mode of
nearly degenerate frequency ω1 ' ω0 ±ma and distinct
spatial geometry, provided that the pump B-field and sig-
nal E-field have a large overlap B0 · E1 integrated over
the volume of the cavity (which is indeed the case when
the pump and signal modes are, e.g., low-lying TE and
TM modes). A scan over possible axion masses can be
achieved by slightly perturbing the geometry of the cav-
ity, thus modifying the frequency splitting |ω1 − ω0| to
match a wide range of axion masses. Compared to a
static-field LC circuit experiment of comparable size, the
SNR of a thermal-noise limited SRF heterodyne setup is
enhanced by

SNRSRF

SNRLC
∼ ω1

ma

(
QSRF

QLC

) 1
2
(
BSRF

BLC

)2(
TLC

TSRF

) 1
2

, (18)

where Q, B, and T are the quality factor, magnetic field
strength, and temperature of the corresponding setup,
respectively. Taking representative experimental param-
eters in the above expression, the larger quality factor of
SRF cavities approximately compensates for the smaller
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magnetic fields and larger temperatures achievable in a
superconducting heterodyne setup, leaving a residual en-
hancement SNRSRF/SNRLC ∼ µeV/ma � 1 that be-
comes increasingly important at smaller axion masses.
Furthermore, since the frequency of the axion signal
ω1 ∼ ω0 +ma is approximatley independent of the axion
mass in the long-wavelength limit, GHz cavities can effi-
ciently couple to extremely slowly oscillating axion fields,
opening up sensitivity to axion masses below a kHz, a re-
gion typically inaccessible with static field resonators.

The projected sensitivity to the axion parameter space
is shown in Fig. 13 for three choices of experimental pa-
rameters, including noise estimates that are anchored
to previous experimental measurements, such as those
performed for the MAGO gravitational wave experi-
ment [80–82]. A wider range of experimental parameters
is shown in Refs. [76, 79]. The projection for the 50L
prototype assumes a peak pump-mode magnetic field of
Bpump = 0.2 T, an intrinsic quality factor of Q = 1010,
and no attenuation of mechanical vibrations. The sensi-
tivity of the cubic meter setup assumes the same mag-
netic field, a larger quality factor of Q = 1012, and 100
dB of vibrational attentuation. Finally, the projections
for the futuristic setup assumes a total integrated vol-
ume of 5 m3, Bpump = 0.4 T, Q = 1012, and 130 dB of
vibrational attenuation.

These estimates indicate that noise induced by me-
chanical vibrations are likely to limit the sensitivity for
ma . kHz, while a thermal-noise limited setup is poten-

tiallly attainable for ma ∼ kHz − GHz. In particular, a
thermal-noise limited cubic-meter sized cavity woud be
sensitive to the QCD axion for ma ∼ 100 kHz−100 MHz.
As mechanical noise increases rapidly at lower frequency
splittings, there is strong motivation to consider active
or passive attenuation of vibrations stemming from the
immediate environment, such as the cooling apparatus,
as was considered in Ref. [82]. Regardless, a wide range
of uncharted axion DM parameter space remains attain-
able without any active attenuation and for modest ex-
perimental assumptions.

E. A Quantum Network of Haloscopes

The operation of haloscopes in ultra-coherent cavities
and quantum techniques presents new opportunities to
enhance the scan rate. One such example has been shown
by the HAYSTAC experiment [74]. There, the SNR and
the scan rate for axion DM have been enhanced with
a quantum metrology protocol [83]. In particular, a
squeezed vacuum state injected into an RF cavity and
homodyne detection along the squeeze direction together
allow for an improved SNR and a faster scan.

Recently, it was shown that the performance of a quan-
tum network could be utilized further to improve ax-
ion DM searches [84]. In particular, a network of mi-
crowave cavities that is local will experience a coherent
axion signal if the size of the network is less than the
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FIG. 14: Illustration of entangled sensor-cavities
within a network-volume of radius r̄, taken to be much
smaller than the axion coherence length, λ. Thanks to

this hierarchy of scales, the entire network experiences a
coherent signal that can be combined at the amplitude

level. The cylinders represent the cavities, and the
colored lines represent their entanglement. The solid

black lines represent joint processing of the
measurement to search for dark matter.

axion coherence length, of order 103m−1
a , as illustrated

in Fig. 14. However, the noise in the network will be
incoherent among the network nodes. One can make use
of distributed squeezed states [85] to exploit the coher-
ent nature of the DM signal. The results of [84] indi-
cate that combining quantum resources (squeezing) in a
distributed-network setting can allow for a scan that is
faster by a factor of the square number of network nodes
in the ideal case. The improvement is enabled by adding
the signal at the amplitude level rather than adding pow-
ers in the classical network case. The improved scan rate
is shown in Fig. 15 as compared with a classical network,
both with squeezing and without squeezing (i.e., at the
quantum limit).

IV. HIGH FREQUENCY GRAVITATIONAL
WAVES

Since gravity couples to all forms of energy, there is
an interaction between gravitational waves (GWs) and
photons [86–88]. A direct consequence of this coupling is
that microwave cavities can also be used to detect high-
frequency GWs. As with the static-field axion searches
described above, an incoming GW can be thought of as
sourcing an effective current through its interaction with
a background magnetic field B0. This effective current
then sources a small signal field Bsig ∼ hB0, where h
is the characteristic strain of the GW. Such signals were
recently investigated in Ref. [89].

GWs are typically classified into two different cate-
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FIG. 15: Scaling of the (normalized) scan-rate with
the number of sensors M in the network (log-log plot).

Cavities in the network differ by their intrinsic
linewidths, which fall within the interval γ` ∈ [1, 3]

(normalized by smallest linewidth). Solid lines
correspond to squeezed input at gain G = 4. Dashed
lines correspond to the quantum limited setup (zero

squeezing). For a network of independent sensors, each
sensor must be independently squeezed. Observe

quadratic scaling of the scan rate with M for a coherent
network of sensors versus linear scaling with M for a
network of independent sensors (i.e., the slope of the

former is about twice that of the latter).

FIG. 16: A gravitational wave (red) interacts with a
static external B-field (blue), resonantly exciting a

cavity mode (green).

gories: stochastic GW backgrounds, and GWs with a
preferred direction of propagation and well-defined fre-
quency.4 We concentrate on the latter case, since the
detection prospects are typically better. A detailed the-
oretical analysis of the sensitivity to stochastic signals is

4 Such sources are often transient, and thus the frequency typically
evolves in time, with the particular timescale depending on the
source of emission.
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ωg/2π ∈ [1, 2] GHz

Q ∼ 106, B0 = 5 T
Vcav = 100 L, Tsys ∼ 1 K

Projected Sensitivities of Axion Experiments

FIG. 17: The projected sensitivity of axion cavity
haloscope experiments to high-frequency coherent

gravitational waves.

ongoing.
The setup we focus on in this section is a cavity that

is permeated by a static external B-field. The incom-
ing GWs can interact with the static B-field of the
cavity and excite a specific cavity mode, as shown in
Fig. 16. Such a setup is most sensitive near resonance, so
that the resonant frequency matches the GW frequency,
ωsig ' ωg ∼ GHz. Possible sources of GWs in this fre-
quency range are binary mergers of ultralight compact
objects with mass M . 10−11M� and GWs emitted by
the superradiant axion cloud around spinning primordial
black holes, corresponding to masses of M ∼ 10−4M�.
For a review on high frequency GW sources and other
recent proposals, see, e.g. Ref. [90, 91].

Following Ref. [89], the sensitivity of the described
setup to the GW strain h is

h & 3× 10−22 ×
(
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) 3
2
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2
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4
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) 1
4

, (19)

where ωg is the GW frequency, ηn the coupling coefficient
defined below, B0 the magnitude of the external B-field,
V the cavity volume, Q the cavity quality factor, Tsys

the system temperature, ∆ν the signal bandwidth, and
tint the integration time. In Fig. 17 we show the sensi-
tivity of cavity experiments originally designed to detect
axion DM. All experiments shown (except that labelled
“SQMS” which corresponds to a cavity under develop-
ment) only need to reanalyze data already recorded for
axion DM searches in order to set limits on GWs in the
GHz regime.

The coupling coefficient ηn in the sensitivity estimate
of Eq. (19) is defined as

ηn ≡

∣∣∣ ∫V d3x E∗n · ĵ+,×

∣∣∣
V 1/2

( ∫
V
d3x |En|2

)1/2 , (20)
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FIG. 18: Polar plot for the coupling coefficient ηn for
TM01p and TE21p modes. The polar angle is β, the

orientation of the GW relative to the bore of the cavity,
as depicted in Fig. 16.

where the index n stands for a generic mode of the cav-

ity, En(x) the spatial cavity mode function, and ĵ+,×
the effective current induced by the GW. In particular,

ĵ+,× depends on the GWs polarization, which is indi-
cated with a + or × sign. The full definition can be found
in Ref. [89]. The coupling coefficient is best evaluated in
the local inertial frame of the cavity. This frame is often
referred to as the proper detector frame or Fermi nor-
mal coordinate system [92–96]. Furthermore, resonant
cavities operate in the regime where the GW frequency
is comparable to the inverse geometric size of the cav-
ity, i.e., ωgLdet ∼ 1. In this case, evaluating the signal
strength requires the resummation of an infinite series of
derivatives acting on the Riemann tensor [89].

In Fig. 18 we show the coupling coefficient as a function
of the incidence angle β of the GW. The external B-field
is taken to be coaxial with the cavity bore (α = 0). We
consider two modes of a cylindrical cavity: TM01p (left)
and TE21p (right). The coupling coefficient is non-zero
in the TM010 mode used by most axion haloscopes, such
that already-recorded data can be reanalysed to search
for GWs. From Fig. 18 it is clear that the detailed spa-
tial structure and mode-dependence of the signal enables
sensitivity to the direction and polarization of the GW.

High-frequency GWs can also be detected by the in-
teraction of GWs with a pumped cavity mode, analogous
to the upconversion axion search in Sec. III D. In this
case, the GWs induce the transition of photons from the
pumped cavity mode into an empty signal mode [80–
82, 97–103]. A detailed analysis taking into account
the proper detector frame, and interactions of the GW
with mechanical modes of the cavity is currently ongoing.
Since this setup shares many features with multi-mode
axion DM searches, such as in Sec. III D, the R&D for
these two goals is synergistic.
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V. CAPABILITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURE

SRF cavities, as we show above, provide a rich new
arena to explore new physics. In this section we give
examples of new capabilities and new supporting infras-
tructure. In particular we present ongoing and future re-
search on optical-RF transduction, which would have an
impact on single photon sensing and senor networks. We
also comment on opportunities to scale-up cavity based
sensing experiments, including a planned cryogenic plat-
form at SQMS in Fermilab which would be the world’s
biggest of its kind.

A. Enhanced sensitivity by High-Efficient
Microwave-Optical transduction

The strong effort to utilize SRF cavities for QIS
at SQMS has inspired a research on high efficiency
microwave-optical transduction based on high-Q SRF
resonators. A high RF-to-optical transduction effi-
ciency may enhance new physics searches. For exam-
ple, up/down photon conversion at high efficiency can
extend new physics particle searches over a wider energy
spectrum, with the possibility to detect single photons
in both microwave and optical regimes, as well as per-
forming measurements below the SQL. Up/down photon
conversion may also enable highly sensitive axion and
dark photon haloscope searches in the THz regime. One
possibility is to let the axion or dark photon convert to a
SM photon in a THz cavity. Transduction would then al-
low this signal to accumulate coherently in a much larger
GHz range microwave cavity, greatly enhancing the SNR
of a possible DM signal.

Fermilab is supporting a preliminary study on quan-
tum transduction through the Laboratory Directed R&D
(LDRD) program. We are exploring hybrid coherent res-
onance systems and bi-directional quantum transduction
schemes to up/down- convert the microwave information
to/from the optical regime and enhance the conversion
efficiency at the quamtum threshold.

Non-centrosymmetric crystals are used to create in-
teractions between microwave and optical fields using
photonic RF three-wave-mixing processes or electro-optic
modulation. An electric field, applied on these crystals,
modulates the refractive index and the incident optical
field linearly with the RF voltage (χ(2)), which is known
as the Pockels effect. In microwave-optical transduc-
tion, the self-heterodyne techniques have the advantage
of eliminating the local oscillator (LO) used in conven-
tional super-heterodyne mixers, reducing therefore com-
plexity, power consumption, added noise, and thermal
quasiparticle poisoning. In nonlinear electro-optic mate-
rials, the RF (i.e., the excitation mode of the resonant
cavity) and the sidebands are mixed through the sec-
ond order nonlinearity in the transmitted optical power:
Popt ∝ V 2

RF. We are interested in detecting the side-
bands of the optical signal. The fraction of transmit-

(a) (b)

FIG. 19: (a) Bulk Niobium cavity, superconducting at
cryogenic temperature coupled to LiNbO3

whispering-gallery mode crystal, with a prism for the
optical coupling with fiber-optics, operating in a

dilution refrigerator at 15 mK. (b) Cross-section of a
hybrid microwave-optical cavity.

ted optical power related to the sideband of the RF sig-
nal is proportional to the optical field |Eopt|2. If the
sideband of the microwave signal VRF is modulated in
phase ϕb(t), this phase modulation is also detected as
Popt(t) ∝ (1 + cos(ϕb(t)) + cos(2ϕb(t))).

The integration between different technologies in a Hy-
brid Quantum System (HQS) is a major challenge which
goes beyond the design, implementation, and the con-
trol of single components. The Hamiltonian to model
this system electro-optic interaction in a triple-resonance
scheme can be reduced to the following form:

Ĥ = }geo(pa† + p†a)(b+ b†), (21)

the pump optical mode (p) is driven to coherently couple
the optical signal mode (a) with the microwave mode (b),
with the electro-optic (EO) coupling strength geo [104].

Limiting factors in the attainment of high-efficiency in
the microwave-optical transduction are:

• Quality factor of the microwave cavity – While the
optical Qa can reach 107, microwave Qb is limited
in the current schemes.

• Single-photon microwave-optic coupling coefficient
(geo) – This paramter is determined by the overlap
between microwave and optical fields.

• Pump power – High pump power leads to over-
heating of the device, and thermal quasiparticles
poisoning.

The bi-directional efficiency depends on the
microwave-optical cooperativty and losses:

η =
κa,ex
κa

κb,ex
κb
× 4C

(1 + C)2
, C =

4npg
2
eo

κaκb
(22)

where, for a generic m mode (m = a, b), κm is the total
loss rate, consisting of both the intrinsic and external
losses: κm = κm,ex+κm,i. C is the cooperativity between
the optical and the microwave modes, which depends on
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 20: (a) Quantum transduction efficiency (ηi) and
(b) Spectral density (S) with reference to the SQL, with
back-action noise cancellation. Both plots evaluate the

parameters with increasing RF quality factors (Q).

the photon number in the pump mode (np). The second
term of Eq. 22 is the internal efficiency: ηi = 4C/(1+C)2.

We evaluate the single photon coupling as

geo =
1

8
n2ωpr33Emax

√
~ωm
W

(23)

where n is the reflective index of the non-
centrosymmetric crystal, ωp is the optical pump
power, r33 is the electro-optic coefficient, Emax is the
maximum electric field that overlaps with the optical
mode at the edge of the crystal, ωm is the microwave
frequency, and W is the stored energy in the microwave
cavity. Lithium niobate (LiNbO3) is among the best
materials exhibiting the Pockels effect, with a large
electro-optic coefficient (r33 = 31 pm/V at 9 GHz) and
low optical losses. In Fig. 19, we show the diagram of a
microwave-optical device based on bulk resonators, along
with the 3D model of a possible SRF hybrid cavity.
The design focuses on the optimal overlap between
the microwave and the optical fields, maximizing the
quality factor and Emax, to achieve high efficiency
and cooperativity, with low added noise. Analyzing
microwave simulations we observe that hybrid devices
with higher Q achieve maximum conversion efficiency
at lower pump powers, as shown in Fig. 20a. Therefore
longer coherence in the microwave cavity will ensure

Figure 1. CAD image of the cryostat design shown in cross-section with the major features of
the design indicated. The dimensions of the outer vacuum shell are 3.4 meters diameter and 4
meters high. For details and discussion, see text.

reduced to approximately 30 mbar (equvialent to a temperature of 2 K) by a room temperature
pumping system to provide a powerful condensation stage analogous to the 1-K Pot. This
configuration is shown schematically in Fig. 4, with additional discussion in the next section.
The cryoplant and pump system are closed-cycle, eliminating the issue of helium consumption.
Cooling at the warmer cryogenic stages is provided by an open-cycle liquid nitrogen flow.

3. Design of the SQMS mK platform
The general layout of the millikelvin platform in cross section is shown in Fig. 1. The platform
consists of a flat upper head from which the internal assemblies are suspended. This assembly is
installed in a stainless steel vacuum vessel which also supports a thermal shield cooled by a liquid
nitrogen circuit. The lower vessel and thermal shield were originally used as part of an existing
test cryostat, while the flat head and internal assembly are a new construction. The existing
cryostat is shown in Fig. 2 with a dished vessel head installed. The structure suspended from
the flat head consists of six cold plates at temperatures of 80 K cooled by the liquid nitrogen
supply, 5 K and 2 K cooled by the helium flow, and at 1 K, 100 mK and 20 mK cooled by the
stages of the dilution refrigerator themselves. The 5 K, 2 K, 1 K (still) plates support shields
for thermal radiation control, while the 20 mK plate mounts a shield for control of stray light
in the experimental space. The major dimensions and mechanical parameters for the cryostat
are summarized in Table 1.

The various thermal stages are suspended from the flat vacuum head using vertical tie rods.
To reduce the stress in the rods due to the radial contraction of the large cooled plates, the rods
are not rigidly attached but instead connect via hinged joints that allow for radial movement of
the rods while the cold plates remain horizontal. The exact configuration of the materials and
dimensions of the tie rods is currently being optimized, but will likely consist of a mixture of
stainless steel and G-10CR epoxy composite.

For the purposes of maintenance and payload installation, the vacuum vessel head and
suspended structures are removed from the vacuum shell using an overhead gantry crane and
lowered through the roof of an adjacent clean workroom. The lower thermal shield remains
installed in the vacuum shell during this operation.

FIG. 21: A CAD rendering of the planned SQMS
cryogenic platform for quantum computing and sensing.

Specifications of the system are presented in [110].

low-noise for few-photon quantum transduction, which
is different from the conventional trade-off between
efficiency and noise [105–107].

A combination of high-efficiency and quantum noise
reduction schemes can be proposed to increase the sensi-
tivity, such as squeezed light and back-action noise can-
cellation techniques [108, 109]. Fig. 20b shows spectral
densities with reference to the SQL. A back-action noise
evading scheme is applied to measure a combination of
in-phase and quadrature RF signals, achieving a sensitiv-
ity better than the SQL. We observe that by increasing
the Q in the microwave cavity, the SQL is reached at
lower pump powers.

B. Cryogenic Platform for Scaled-up Sensing
Experiments

The SQMS center at Fermilab is developing a cryogenic
platform capable of reaching millikelvin temperatures in
an experimental volume of 2 meters diameter by 1.5 me-
ters in height [110]. The platform is designed to host a
three-dimensional qubit architecture based on SRF tech-
nology, as well as sensing experiments.

The system, which is sketched in Figure 21, will consist
of several cooling stages of which we quote here specifi-
cations for two. The 20 mK space will consist of a cooled
volume of 4.7 m3 and with a cooling power of 300 µW,
while the 2K stage (superfluid Helium) will simultane-
ously have a cooling power of order 30 Watt. The system
can be operated as a 2-K platform only, in which config-
uration the cold volume will be of order 10 m3. The
specifications for other stages of the platform are listed
in [110].

VI. OUTLOOK AND FUTURE R&D

The development of high quality superconducting cav-
ities for accelerators presents some low hanging fruit
to explore new fundamental physics. Off-the-shelf sys-
tems and existing test facilities are already probing new
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ground, for example, with Dark SRF’s dark photon
search.

Taking full advantage of high quality systems and reap-
ing the full set of physics opportunities presented in this
document requires dedicated R&D. An incomplete list of
research directions that are planned or needed include:

• Material science for improved Q – The new physics
searches outlined here benefit from high quality fac-
tors. Ongoing research aimed at enhancing the co-
herence time of SRF cavities for use as quantum
devices (e.g., Ref. [111]) is synergistic with the sens-
ing goals (including achieving high Q when a cavity
is in a multi-tesla magnetic field).

• Quantum engineering of cavity states – Sensing
goals can be aided by preparing nontrivial quantum
states in electromagnetic cavities (e.g., squeezed
states [83, 112, 113]). As we discussed, further en-
hancement can be achieved with a network of en-
tangled cavities [84].

• Cavities and Qubits – The integration of a
qubit into an ultra high cavity may enable new
schemes for quantum computing [114] and syner-
getically allow for employing a photon counting
non-demolition measurement for DM searches, as
exemplified in Ref. [75]. For certain DM search
schemes, it would also be beneficial to have qubits
that can operate successfully even in high magnetic
fields.

• Nonlinearities in superconducting cavities –
Searches with multiple cavity modes, for axions
or gravitational waves, depend on observing a
faint signal in the presence of an excited mode
(or modes) in the background. Nonlinear effects
within the cavity walls can mimic such a signal,
particularly if the signal mode is near a harmonic.
Nonlinear effects have recently been studied and
shown to depend on both the disorder parameter
and the temperature of the superconductor [115].
Experimental studies to measure and mitigate
such nonlinearities are well-motivated.

• Nonlinearites due to TLS and other impurities –
Nonlinear effects can also come from impurites on
the cavity walls. Two-level systems (TLS) are a
known source of loss in superconducting devices
and are likely to induce nonlinear current responses
at some level. Measurements and estimates of TLS-
induced nonlinearity is required. Mitigating TLS
altogether, or minimizing their overlap with cavity
modes is well-motivated for our sensing goals, as
well as to enhance the coherence of superconduct-
ing devices for quantum applications.

• Frequency stability – the cavity frequency can
change during measurements, for example due to
microphonics (i.e., mechanical vibrations, helium

pressure fluctuations, etc.) or Lorentz force detun-
ing. Developing methods for mitigating the effects
of these phenomena will be especially important
when operating with a narrow bandwidth, which
will help to increase SNR.

• Cavity and antenna design – cavity search schemes
often involve different modes, and in many cases,
it is beneficial to use different antennas to couple
to different modes, so that each couples strongly
to the mode of interest, but weakly to the others.
This can help avoid nonlinear excitation and other
phenomena that can cause a spurious signal.

• Frequency tuning – to scan over a mass range of
interest, tuners are used to vary the resonant fre-
quency of cavities. There are a variety of tuning
systems that are implemented, with different mech-
anisms, tuning ranges, tuning speeds, and other
qualities such as hysteresis. In millikelvin systems,
a critical parameter to consider is heat generation.
A tuner that uses an electrical motor may over-
whelm the cooling of such a system. Even a piezo
tuner may still generate enough heat to raise the
temperature of the cavity after a tuning step, re-
quiring cooldown time. Innovation in low dissipa-
tion, wide range frequency tuning systems would
be beneficial.

• Vibration noise – New tools for improving isolation
of systems under test from sources of vibrations will
be helpful for future experiments.

• RF sources – RF noise sources can include not just
thermal photons, but also crosstalk, amplifier noise,
and nonlinearities. New techniques and tools to re-
duce these sources of noise will be important, in
addition to diligence when it comes to established
practices to limit RF noise. Many such techniques
have already been developed in the context of pre-
cision metrology, and their incorporation into SRF
cavity searches represents an important opportu-
nity for collaboration between these fields.

• Quantum transduction – Microwave cavities with
long coherence will increase the microwave-optical
transduction cooperativity and efficiency, ensur-
ing low-noise conversion at the quantum threshold.
Sensitivity below the SQL is also enhanced by the
higher microwave Q. The up/down conversion may
enable highly sensitive axion and dark photon halo-
scope searches in the THz regime.

We conclude that advances in SRF and quantum tech-
nology present exciting opportunities to probe funda-
mental physics. We have presented examples, including
searches for new particles, searches for DM, and new ap-
proaches to detection of gravitational waves. The first
searches employing SRF cavities are underway, both in
the classical and quantum regime. It is notable that
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many of the ideas presented here have been proposed
in the past few years, and that dedicated R&D, such as
work that is planned in the SQMS center at Fermilab,
has potential to make significant advances. In this con-
text, these R&D directions are synergistic with the quest
to build SRF cavity-based quantum computers.

Many of the opportunities presented here are small-
scale experiments. In the long term, the most success-
ful schemes may have room for growth and multiplex-
ing. Modern SRF-based accelerators, such as PIP-II,
LCLS-II, and the European XFEL are large integrated
sytems with a large total cavity volume in excess of 10
m3, and a total cooling power of order several kW. The
well-motivated physics goals presented here may be sig-
nificantly advanced by an efforts on this scale. A promis-
ing path towards ambitious science goals is to test search
schemes with single-cavity setups in existing test stands.

The most successful of these can then be scaled up.
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